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OVERVIEW
•

Educational training in economics and management with a specialized research emphasis in
behavioral economics, experimental methods and sport event ticket pricing.

•

Dedicated teaching experience in finance and data analytics (economics and statistics) for
graduate MBA and undergraduate business, tourism and sport management programs.

•

EVP and Co-founder of Omnious. Co., Ltd. -an API/SaaS AI B2B solutions tech company.
Completed Series A fund raising of $4M with a current corporate valuation of $18M.

•

Publication experience in peer reviewed journals and industry reports, and consistent stream
of research presentations atleading tourism and sport management conferences.

•

Extensive industry network and connections: actively planned on site company visits and
mentored various student internships to NY Mets, BSE Global (Brooklyn Nets), Tickpick,
American Express, Citi, JP Morgan Chase, PWC, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG, etc.

•

Comprehensive understanding of international and contemporarycross-cultural issues.

EDUCATION
PhD in Business Administration, Concentration in Tourism and Sport Management
Temple University. Fall 2012 – Spring 2019
Fox School of Business & School of Sport, Tourism and Hospitality Management
Dissertation title: Dealing with Uncertainty in the Advance Ticket Sales Market:
An Empirical Examination on The Adaptive Nature of Consumer’s Inter-temporal Choice Decisions

Master of Science in Tourism Management
New York University. Fall 2010 - Spring 2012

School of Professional Studies, Preston Robert Tisch Center of Tourism, Hospitality & Sport Management

Global Honors Scholar
Waseda University. Summer 2010
Center for International Education

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Korea University. Spring 2004 – Spring 2010
College of Life Science & Biotechnology

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE & COMPUTER SKILLS
Certified Securities Investment Advisor (CSIA)

Korea Financial Investment Association. Certificate no. 08-011649. July 2008.

Certified Information Processing Craftsman

National Technical Qualification Certificate. Human Resources Development Service of Korea.

Certified Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS)
Jan 2009.

Extensive experience with Qualtrics, SPSS, AMOS, R, STATA.
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Assistant Professor, Department of Business Administration and Marketing,
St Joseph’s College, Brooklyn NY, Fall 2016 – Current
Courses:

MGT 630 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
BUS 326 INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
BUS 324 ADVANCED MANAGERIAL FINANCE
BUS 226 MICROECONOMICS
BUS 222 BUSINESS STATISTICS
BUS 219 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE

Instructor of Record and Graduate Teaching Assistant, School of Sport, Tourism, and
Hospitality Management, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, Fall 2012 – Spring 2016
Courses:

STHM 5215 SPORT MARKETING AND ANALYTICS
STHM 3313 BUDGET AND FINANCIAL SYSTEMS IN SPORT & RECREATION
STHM 3216 SPORT ECONOMICS
STHM 3217 RESEARCH METHODS IN SPORT & RECREATION

Teaching Assistant and Tutor, Center for Teaching and Learning, Korea University, Seoul, South
Korea, Spring 2010.
Courses:

LESE 313 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
CSO and Co-founder, Omnious. Co., Ltd. - AI API/SaaS Fashion Tech startup. 2019-2020.
Duties: Chief Strategy Officer of Sales, Marketing and Business Strategy, and IR in the US.
Successfully completed $4M Series A fundraising in 2019, launched US branch in 2020.
Project Manager, Korea Management Association Consultants (KMAC), 2016- 2019.
Duties: KMA Project Manager of Delegation Travel Support Services for New York
Business Meeting Coordination, Execution, Interpretation and Program Evaluation
Graduate Research Assistant, Temple University Sport Industry Research Center (SIRC),
Philadelphia, PA. 2012-2016.
Duties: Data collection and production of annual economic impact analysis reports for MPE
(Mass Participant Events). Research projects with Turnkey Intelligence, Stubhub, Tickpick
Project Manager, Korea Trade Promotion Agency (KOTRA), New York, NY, 2011-2012.
Duties: Mediated and secured foreign direct investment MOU agreements from U.S investors
Project manager and investment consultant for hospitality, entertainment real estate
business development projects on free economic zones (FEZ) in South Korea.
Research Analyst, PhoCusWright Inc., New York, NY, 2011.
Duties: Data collection and analysis for US Online Travel Market Overview Reports
Lead author of The South Korean Travel Market: Rising Again Spotlight Report
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RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Lee, S. K., Jee, W. S. F., Funk, D. C., & Jordan, J. S. (2015). Analysis of attendees'
expenditure patterns to recurring annual events: Examining the joint effects of repeat
attendance and travel distance. Tourism Management, 46, 177-186.
Jee, W.S., & Kapoor, C. (2011). The South Korean travel market: Rising again.
Phocuswright Spotlight, 1-8.
WORKING PAPERS
Ball, J., Jee, W. F., Ulusoy, E., Kirkwood, H., & Viswanathan, K.N. (Under Review). Wellbeing in A Smart World: Opportunities, Expectations and Conflicts in Servicescapes. Journal
of Services Marketing.
Jee, W. F., & Drayer, J. An Empirical Examination on Anchoring and Scarcity Framing in
Secondary Ticket Markets.
Jee, W.F., Hyun, M., & Drayer, J. Blinded by Attachment: Examining Overconfidence Bias
in Consumer’s Risk Assessment on When to Buy Sport Event Tickets.
Jee, W. F., Hyun, M., & Drayer, J. Buy Now or Wait for Later? Examining the Fast and
Frugal Decision Heuristics of Sport Fans Ticket Booking Behavior.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Jee, W. F., Hyun, M., & Drayer, J. (2019, Nov). Buy Now or Wait for Later? Examining the
Fast and Frugal Decision Heuristics of Sport Fans Ticket Booking Behavior. Sport
Marketing Association Conference. Chicago, IL.
Jee, W.F., Hyun, M., & Drayer, J. (2019, May). Blinded by Attachment: Examining
Overconfidence in Consumer’s Risk Assessment on When to Buy Sport Event Tickets.
North American Society for Sport Management Conference. New Orleans, LA.
Jee, W. F., & Drayer, J.(2018, Oct.) An Empirical Examination on Anchoring and
Scarcity Framing in Secondary Ticket Markets. Sport Marketing Association Conference, Dallas,
TX.
Jee, W.S, Du, J., Funk, D.C., & Jordan, J.S. (2016, Jan.). Examining the determinants of
advanced registration and testing differences in post-event outcomes among early and
late registrants. Graduate Education and Graduate Student Research Conference in
Hospitality and Tourism, Philadelphia, PA.
Drayer, J., Greenhalgh, G., & Jee, W.S. (2015, Oct). An examination of partitioned
pricing of sport event tickets and environmental fees. Paper presented at the Sport
Marketing Association Conference. Atlanta, GA.
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Jee, W.S., Diehl, M., & Drayer, J. (2015, Oct.). A Bayesian method approach:
Understanding secondary market sport ticket prices. Paper presented at Sport Marketing
Association Conference. Philadelphia, PA.
Jee, W.S., Lee, S. K., & Funk, D.C. (2014, May). Understanding the determinants of
participant’s registration lead time in mass participant sport events. Paper presented at
North American Society for Sport Management Conference. Pittsburgh, PA.
Jee, W.S., Lee, S.K., & Funk, D. C. (2013, May). The effects of price, risk and
involvement on participants’ registration lead time for mass participant sport events.
North American Society for Sport Management Conference. Austin, TX.
Huang, N., Jee, W.S., Maisela, Z., Mellen, L., & Papitto, A. (2012, June). Ten years
later: Understanding long-term disaster recovery from post 9/11 lower Manhattan.
Paper presented at Tourism Sciences Society of Korea. Ulsan, South Korea.
GRANTS, AWARDS & HONORS
Faculty Research Grant, St. Joseph’s College New York, 2019, 2018, 2017
Graduate Research Assistantship, Temple University, 2012-2016
Merit Scholarship, New York University, Fall 2011-Spring 2012
Global Honors Scholarship, Waseda University, 2010
Hyobong International Scholarship, Korea University, Fall 2010

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Multilingual in Korean and English, served as military interpreter for ROK army
2nd degree Chinese certification by Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development.
Avid traveler and photographer; over 6 continents and 30 countries worldwide
(Australia, Argentina, Brazil, Cambodia, China, Cuba, Dubai, England, Egypt, Germany, France,
Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Thailand, UK, etc.)
MEMBER OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
North American Society for Sport Management (NASSM)
Sport Marketing Association (SMA)
Korea Management Association (KMA)
Korea Financial Investment Association (KFIA)
Tourism Sciences Society of Korea (TOSOK)
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LIST OF REFERENCES
Damien Duchamp, Ed.D.
Associate Chair and Professor
Hospitality and Tourism Management
St. Joseph’s College New York
Brooklyn, NY 11205
(718) 940-5887
dduchamp@sjcny.edu

Joris Drayer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Sport and Recreation Management
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 204-1943
jdrayer@temple.edu

James Du, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Sport Management
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306
(850) 664- 1859
jdu3@fsu.edu

Jaeyoung Jun, Ph.D.
CEO & Co-founder
Omnious. Co., Ltd.
2F, 14, Dosan-daero 38-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
+82 10- 5095-8517
jupiter@omnious.com
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE PORTFOLIO

Frank Wonsok Jee, Ph.D.
March 2020

Company

New York Mets
Supervisor
Supervisor

Director of Inside Sales

Kyle Ingram

Account Executive

Young Choi

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... I really liked getting a look at the offices and the stadium when it was completely empty and
getting to sit down in the VIP sections of the field. Young Choi was really informative and still
made the tour a fun experience that everyone could enjoy, even if they weren’t a fan of the Mets.
I think a really great part of the tour was the last thirty minutes spent with Kyle Ingram. I think
that when you meet people who are in these director roles, it’s always so refreshing for them to
be really relatable to students who are in college or about to graduate. I really liked how he talked
about his college and his post-grad experience of feeling lost and unsure of what he wanted to do.
That makes people so much more relatable and shows you that sometimes what’s meant for you
isn’t what you intended it to be. I also really appreciated the application, interview, and postinterview information that he gave us that will be a great help for future job interviews I go on and
how to make myself stand out. The t-shirts at the end were a really nice touch and were the cherry
on top to make this field trip a memorable one! Let’s go Mets!” - Christina Caruso, Spring 2019
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Company

BSE Global
Supervisor

Director, Premium Events

Kate Mooney

Account Executive

Ashley Newmark

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... Must I say it was a great experience and have learned a lot about what they do inside the
stadium all the way from their innovation tactics to their hospitality. Before the tour, I had thought
that only the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets played their but on the contrary they have College basketball
games and have hosted NHL games. The Barclay community is pretty big and there are many
different ways to become apart of it. They host parties of all kinds, private box rooms, and
different levels of memberships from ticket holders all the way to diamond members. One of the
most interesting things for me was some of the changes that they have made since they opened
since 2012. They have updated their food options by adding multiple snack bars along with
regular bars and drink stands such as Corona, Hershey’s ex. They added a 40/40 lounge for events
which anyone can purchase tickets for, and finally they decided to lower the big screen in the
middle of the whole stadium so if you walked by the arena you could see everything. At the end
of the tour our guides Kate and Ashely talked to use about different roles and internship
opportunities. I am glad to have had such an opportunity to see and learn so much about the
Barclay Center and how they maintain handling such a successful organization. ”
- Tyler D'Aquino, Fall 2019
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Company

American Express
Dept.

Data Strategy and
Insights Division
Supervisor

Senior Analyst

Daniel Lee

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... Overall, I walked away with a new perspective on the company and a different outlook in
regards to next steps in pursuing a career switch. Before attending this field trip, I would not
have thought I had the background to be considered for a position at American Express but
I do now. Daniel expressed that he did not have a heady background in finance or business
but his experience and critical thinking skills has prepared him for his current role. This
experience was not only fun but also informative and beneficial in more ways than I could
have imagined...” - Cary Grant, Spring 2018
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Company

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
Dept.

Corporate &
Investment Bank
Supervisor

Managing Director

James Ciano
Richard Constantino
Dept.

Technology
Supervisor

VP, Implementation Manager

Michael Hogan

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... Our trip to JP Morgan Chase HQ at the Brooklyn Metrotech center was truly an inspirational
learning experience. What was really unique about this visit was getting to meet and connect with
former alumni of our program. I think that when you meet people who are in these executive and
director roles, it’s always so refreshing for them to be really relate to students who are in college
or about to graduate. I really liked how Richard and James talked about their personal career
journey beginning 20 years back with Chase Heritage Bank and homecoming experience
returning to JP Morgan Chase after leaving the corporation during the financial crisis. Michael
also talked about the technology division which happens to be the largest growing sector of the
bank, and how JP Morgan is viewing themselves as a tech company and pioneers of AI and
blockchain technology which goes beyond traditional commercial and business banking.
Moreover, I really appreciated the application, interview, and post-interview information that he
gave us that will be a great help for future job interviews I go on and how to make myself stand
out. - Nicholas Gangone, Fall 2019
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Company

Citigroup
Dept.

Risk Management
Division
Supervisor

Vice President of Risk
Management

Chelsea Oh

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... as soon as I arrived the building looked beautiful and more importantly professional.
Additionally the view of the Manhattan skyline was breathtaking. The ability to escape
from the overwhelming work schedule for a few moments as well as their break rooms with
a full kitchen and lounging area. The conference room discussing was very enlightening
and informing. I was always worried how I would start off at my job but the training and
shadowing they give you lets you adapt at a comfortable rate. Chelsea was a very humble
employee that took time out of her busy schedule to discuss her daily tasks with my peers
and for that I am grateful. I am extremely glad I attended this field trip and hope that I can
attend another as this will hopefully open up a few doors in my near future...”
- Frankie Modafferi, Fall 2016
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Company

HSBC
Superviso
r
Supervisor

Vice President, Senior Manager

Barth Frank

Senior Specialist,Equity Research

Colin Davis

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...St. Joseph’s visit to HSBC was very well informative and process of learning new
opportunities that becomes helpful in the near future for graduate students. During our visit Barth
Frank, the Vice President and Senior Manager of Graduate Development Program (GDP) and
Collin a member of this program talked about some key points about the program. The program
is built for college juniors who are making a decision about graduate school and seeking more
opportunities to grow their experience, at the same time pursue their education. The application
process varies from regular job hiring process. There are three steps towards getting to the
program which involves preparing your CV, online assessment and telephone and face-face
interviews. It is a great way to start a successful career at HSBC. My takeaway from our session
at HSBC was when Barth shared perspective valuable advice about qualities he looks for in a
candidate that included being open-minded, independent and most importantly being able to take
initiatives on your own and the candidates ability to offer how an assignment given to them can
be further developed.” - Andreas Vouliakis, Fall 2019
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Company

PWC
Dept.

Tax
Supervisor

Digital Accelerator

Vinay Jani

Senior Associate

Kihoon Kwon

High Lights From Student Reflections

“... Being an international student, I had been given the opportunity to come to this country,
and I am passionate about finance, and more specifically, accounting. I was impressed by the
team building exercises that PWC provides to the employees, for example their World Cup
concept. The World Cup at PWC is a multi-national sport competition where PWC offices
travel globally to play with each other. I always enjoyed the spirit of an organization: the
culture, environment, and traditions always has developed the sense of strong affiliation
and loyalty to the organization. The panelists exuded devotion and pride for the firm that
confirmed the values of the organization that PWC has. Thank to them, I love accounting and
finance field even more...” - Umar Saeed, Fall 2017
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Company

PWC
Dept.

Specialized Tax
Services
Supervisor

Director

Josiah Miller
Flavia Marchon
Senior Tax Associate

Amanda Tan
Jean Min Lee

Junior Tax Associate

Andrew Mazzaeo

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...The most vital part of the whole trip, education-wise, was when director presented his
three segments for a successful career. What I really liked about it is that he argues that at
the very beginning you do not need to have all three segments fulfilled. Having only one,
say passion, is enough for a starter – and for a real ambitious young career chaser, the other
two will come with time and experience... I was pleased to see New York City diverse spirit
portrayed at the PWC’s panel. Having an American, Australian, and Korean person gave us
the opportunity to see multiple perspective of the one firm. This is encouraging, mostly to
international students studying in United States of America, like myself... the experience
was more than enjoyable and helpful and I am looking forward to chasing an opportunity of
being an intern at PWC this summer.” - Vaso Vukosavovi, Spring 2018
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Company

Ernst and Young
Dept.

M&A Operational
Transactions
Supervisor

Senior Consultant

David Hong
Diana Park

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...Our field trip to Ernst and Young proved to be a very worthwhile and educational
experience for me. Since I had never been to any of the big four accounting firms I was
excited and eager to learn more about one of the companies since I one day hope to attain an
internship and maybe go on to employment with one of the companies...”
- Matthew Lebby, Fall 2017
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Company

Deloitte
Dept.

M&A
Auditing
Supervisor

Senior Manager

High Lights From Student Reflections

Eddie Yoo
Carl Lim

“...Being from Ukraine, I have never had the full picture of the working environment in
corporate offices in America. I’ve always imagined that offices of the accounting field
would look like the offices from the old American movies: small beige cubicles with a
little ventilation :) ...I really enjoyed the trip to Deloitte, walking around the office, we saw
some people working on their task with focused expression on their faces. It seemed like
they did not even notice us, a big group of people walking around, and I would imagine
myself having my own chair and computer and working with numbers, creating charts and
projecting the information based on past data, that I would really enjoy doing. It inspired me
to go and study hard in college and try everything to get in such company as Deloitte. Thank
you!” - Olha Sverdel, Fall 2017
“...The most important thing I learned from this field trip, was during the Q&A session when
the speakers advised to never be intimated or lose self-confidence, not graduating from a
big university. It is not all about your GPA and how good your college is, but more about
your attitude, if you want to fit in the new environments, the willingness to keep learning
and improve yourself. They shared there personal journey and examples coming from small
school programs.. I think they truly understand the internal conflict and struggles that we
have. I was surprised that they openly talked about these issues and shared their opinions
with us honestly. I felt their communication was so open hearted, they truly wanted to share
their experience and give valuable suggestions to help our students. I really enjoyed this field
trip and feel sincerely thankful to both of them.” - Nenji Zhou, Fall 2017
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Company

Delivery.com
Supervisor

Product and Project Manager

Will Choi

Data Analytics Manager

Lindsay Hirschhorn

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...Field trips are effective as students explore areas of personal interest and engage as they
learn. Besides class materials and lectures having an opportunity to connect with currently
running businesses and getting an insight of its operations support student learning. And
of course successful and meaningful field trip requires teacher preparation and connecting
with the company as well as the students. Our visit to delivery.com served its purpose and I
believe many students who participated in this trip were here because of personal interest in
the company and had the intention to carry out useful information along with new experience
that could be recalled long after a visit...”
-Shahlo Khonkeldieva, Fall 2018
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Company

BBDO Worldwide
Dept.

Creative
Advertisement
Supervisor

Senior Art Director

Ryan Wi

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...It was also really interesting to learn about the variety of ways in which BBDO
designed the office space to increase the performance level of their employees, such as
ping pong tables, lounges, and the displays of trophies. I really enjoyed listening to Ryan
Wi talks about his career and the passion he has for the industry itself. I also admire all
of his dedication because based on what he said it is hard to convince clients specifically
when there is a set of structure and rules that they must follow upon the client request...
listening to Ryan it opened a new interest for advertisement which is an industry that
I really admired the most because it is hard to get the attention of everybody and like
myself I hate ads, but when it comes to learning about the actual work of what it takes to
create an ads, it is really inspiring....” - Digna Estrella, Fall 2017
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Company

Tilting Point
Supervisor

Director of Finance & Strategy

Jimi Oh

Marketing Manager

Krysti Pryde

Live Operations Manager

Gregory Lin

Digital Community Manager

Catherine Litvaitis

High Lights From Student Reflections

“...since every field trip was diverse and educational in different ways, Tilting Point was my
favorite thus far. I will first mention the setting of the offices; the central part reminds me
a little of Facebook’s – wall-less setting... This creates an interactive environment where
workers are not just colleagues but possibly close friends. It makes the work more enjoyable
and less monotone... I could go on with explaining the advantages of having such a supreme
location like they do, but this paper is too short for it. It is as diverse working environment as
I had place to whiteness, which really reflects upon the spirit of New York City. Even though
I am a Business Administration major, my true passion was always tightly connected with
computer technology...Overall, I have learned a lot from our Tilting Point trip and it will
remain as my best experience of any field trips.” - Samuel Leff, Spring 2018
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